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Abstract
Purpose – The technological revolution in the service sector is radically changing the ways in which and with whom consumers co-create value. This
conceptual paper considers social robots in elderly care services and outlines ways in which their human-like affect and cognition inﬂuence users’
social perceptions and anticipations of robots’ value co-creation or co-destruction potential. A future research agenda offers relevant, conceptually
robust directions for stimulating the advancement of knowledge and understanding in this nascent ﬁeld.
Design/methodology/approach – Drawing from service, robotics and social cognition research, this paper develops a conceptual understanding of
the value co-creation/destruction potential of social robots in services.
Findings – Three theoretical propositions construct an iterative framework of users’ evaluations of social robots in services. First, social robots offer
users value propositions leveraging affective and cognitive resources. Second, users’ personal values become salient through interactions with social
robots’ affective and cognitive resources. Third, users evaluate social robots’ value co-creation/destruction potential according to social cognition
dimensions.
Originality/value – Social robots in services are an emerging topic in service research and hold promising implications for organizations and users.
This relevant, conceptually robust framework advances scholarly understanding of their opportunities and pitfalls for realizing value. This study also
identiﬁes guidelines for service managers for designing and introducing social robots into complex service environments.
Keywords Social cognition, Elderly care, Value co-creation and co-destruction, Social robots in services, Warmth, Competence
Paper type Conceptual paper

beneﬁts for speciﬁc use contexts (Pino et al., 2015), suggesting
that service providers need a better understanding of what
constitutes a robot’s value proposition and how value might be
realized for service beneﬁciaries. This research, therefore,
investigates users’ evaluations of the value co-creation and co-

Introduction
Social robots, deﬁned as fully or partially automated
technologies that co-create value with humans through their
social functionalities, represent a rapidly growing element of
service industries, where they perform frontline tasks. Robots,
thus, have moved from industrial settings (e.g. factories) to
public (e.g. retail, hospitality and healthcare) and private (e.g.
homes) user settings (International Federation of Robotics,
2015). They are no longer isolated in controlled, structured
environments; modern robots must operate in chaotic,
potentially complex human interactions, often with multiple
stakeholders. This proliferation of social robots in efforts to
deliver a superior customer experience (Mende et al., 2017; van
Doorn et al., 2017) and euphoric predictions in industry reports
(KPMG, 2016) conﬂict with the disappointments arising in
real-world implementations. The key impediments to
acceptance include unrealistic expectations and a lack of
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accept social robots in service settings (International
Federation of Robotics, 2015). The complexity of value,
together with the disruptive nature of social robots in services,
creates unique challenges to existing service processes. No
extant research details how organizations can integrate
appropriate resources and designs for effective human–
technology interactions to ensure value co-creation in such
conditions.
Therefore, this study addresses these research gaps by
applying a social cognition lens, which produces two major
theoretical contributions. First, the proposed conceptualization
of social robots in services and their value propositions,
leveraging affective and cognitive resources, advances the
overall understanding of service technology. Current research
primarily has emphasized the appearance or feature-related
characteristics of robots, such as their morphology and assistive
tasks. In contrast, our conceptualization takes a value-centric
perspective and focusses on resources necessary for
collaborative value realizations. In that way, it establishes a
basis for continued research into robotic technologies’
valuations and their inﬂuences on service interactions,
representing a key question for both practice and research
(Ostrom et al., 2015).
Second, this article advances scholarly understanding of
valorization of human-like technologies by offering an iterative
framework of how value gets proposed and realized through
interactions between service actors and social robots. The
framework synthesizes different theoretical perspectives on
value (Gallarza et al., 2017) and proposes that prior personal
values (Schwartz, 2012) become salient during context-speciﬁc
user–robot interactions, in line with an experiential,
idiosyncratic value perspective (Grönroos and Gummerus,
2014). By integrating value co-creation/destruction and their
trade-offs, this study addresses the need for a holistic approach
to technologies that can produce both advantages and
disadvantages for different service actors. In that way, it
addresses a recent call from Kaartemo and Helkkula (2018) for
a better understanding of the inﬂuence of social robots on value
co-creation.
Beyond theoretical contributions, this study offers practical
insights for service managers regarding the emerging role of
social robots and how to integrate them within complex service
systems through appropriate combinations of affective and
cognitive resources. Social robots represent complex systems of
both hardware and software that can perform various services;
their successful implementation hinges on understanding the
potentially contradictory needs of diverse user segments and
tailoring the robotic solutions accordingly before any costly
roll-out effort. The proposed framework, along with
managerial implications, offers insights with regard to
designing and launching social robots in services in ways that
can increase users’ acceptance.

destruction potential associated with social robots who engage
in human-like behaviour in a service setting.
Social robots span diverse contexts, including domestic
(Young et al., 2009), hospitality (e.g. humanoid assistance and
welcoming) (Fan et al., 2016), entertainment (e.g. toys)
(Robinson et al., 2014) and healthcare (e.g. assistive devices)
(Green et al., 2016) sectors. The current study focusses on a
critical segment of healthcare: elderly care. Most countries face
challenges associated with ageing populations (United Nations,
2017) and the consumer segment of people at 60 years of age
and older is expected to more than double by 2070 (European
Commission, 2018). The growth in this segment has serious
implications for healthcare, family structures, labour and
ﬁnancial markets. Social robots can help address some of the
challenges in those service settings, such as shortages of elderly
care staff, particularly if the robots can support and exhibit
human-like behaviour resulting from the development and
design of sophisticated systems that can express emotional
sensitivity (affective resources) and engage in artiﬁcial
intelligence (AI)-based learning (cognitive resources; KPMG,
2016). These developments transform robotic systems into
what the current study deﬁnes as social robots in services,
which feature autonomous systems that can understand social
cues through facial and voice recognition technology and can
 c et al., 2018;
interact with users in human-like manners (Cai
KPMG, 2016). For example, in an elderly care scenario, we
expect social robots to detect and respond to social cues and
interact with patients, relatives and formal caregivers in a
human-like manner using speciﬁc service functionalities,
including fall detection, cognitive games, personal chats and
exercise motivation.
Designing future technologies that can enable robots to
reﬂect human values and enhance the well-being of consumers
thus represents a top priority (Ransbotham et al., 2017). In
addition, exploring ways that value might be co-created or codestroyed in collaborative human–robot interactions can
inform these robotic technology developments to ensure their
full transformative potential. The plethora of social robots in
services creates a need to identify ways to co-create, rather than
co-destroy, value in symbiotic human–robot interactions
(Marketing Science Institute, 2018), such as through research
that determines how service beneﬁciaries appraise the value cocreation and co-destruction potential of social robots in
services. Because value originates in the interaction between
service actors and social robots, which takes place in the joint
customer–provider sphere (Grönroos and Gummerus, 2014),
service developers need to understand how a value interplay
affects users’ attitudes and intentions to use robotic
technologies.
A social cognition perspective might reveal how human
actors perceive their human-like robotic counterparts in terms
of two overarching dimensions that emerge during social
interactions: competence (i.e. being skilful or efﬁcacious) and
warmth (i.e. being helpful and caring) (Fiske et al., 2007). The
experiential, idiosyncratic nature of value (Vargo and Lusch,
2016) demands accounting for the risks of value co-destruction
(e.g. lack of literacy, lack of personal touch and privacy
intrusion); an advantage for one elderly person or a segment of
 c
elderly users might represent a disadvantage for others (Cai
et al., 2017). This could explain people’s lack of willingness to

Theoretical background
Social cognition perspective for robots
In human–human interactions, interpreting others’ mental
states (e.g. intentions, affective states, beliefs and needs)
enables people to thrive as social agents (Frith and Frith,
2007). Mentalizing or ascribing mental states to others to
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relationship with its environment. A full review of different
types of an embodiment is beyond the scope of this research
(Ziemke, 2003), but the focus is on physically embodied robots
with three-dimensional, physical bodies rather than virtual
avatars or AI agents visible solely on a screen (Paauwe et al.,
2015).
Morphology. Second, social robots’ physical bodies can take
various forms, from machine-like to human-like (Lee et al.,
2016). Fong et al. (2003) proposed four robot morphology
types, namely: anthropomorphic (human-like), zoomorphic
(animal-like), caricatured (cartoonish) and functional (an
appearance that indicates the robot’s core functionality).
Morphology relates closely to realism (or behavioural and
visual ﬁdelity; Paauwe et al., 2015) and the Uncanny Valley
concept (Mori, 1970), which postulates that the more humanlike a robot is (appearance, expressions and movements), the
stronger a human observer’s afﬁnity towards that robot, up to a
point. Beyond that point, however, when the robot’s
resemblance to humans is too high, human observers sense
eeriness and intense repulsion towards the robot. The current
study addresses users’ perceptions of a robot’s human-like
mind and behaviour rather than appearance, though a humanlike appearance can induce perceptions of mind (Waytz et al.,
2010). Therefore, human-like value propositions, both
affective and cognitive, should resonate with a generally
human-like appearance.
Autonomy. Third, autonomy measures the degree of human
intervention and support needed for the robot to function
properly. Levels of autonomy can range from none, such that
humans remotely control the robot through teleoperation (e.g.
Wizard of Oz; Yanco and Drury, 2004), to full autonomy,
where robots function without any direct input from humans
(Bartneck and Forlizzi, 2004). Autonomous robots must be
endowed with navigation, perception, speech, decisionmaking, self-maintenance and repair capabilities. This level of
autonomy is difﬁcult to achieve with current technology
(Broadbent, 2017). The conceptualization in the current study
proposes that social robots in services must function fully
autonomously to reach the full potential of their affective and
cognitive value propositions.
Assistive role. Fourth, an assistive role pertains to a service
robot’s purpose and core tasks. In the focal elderly care context,
the wide array of potential robot roles broadly refers to physical,
psychosocial and cognitive assistance (Broadbent et al., 2009;
 c et al., 2018). Robots aiding through physical assistance
Cai
include rehabilitation robots and exoskeletons that can
augment human physical weaknesses (Perry et al., 2007). For
example, the robot bear lifts and carries bedridden or physically
weak patients (Schwartz, 2015). Robots offering psychosocial
assistance primarily attend to the emotional, psychological and
 c et al., 2018) via a companion or
social needs of patients (Cai
sociable partner role (Broekens et al., 2009), offering a
connection on a more emotional level. The companion seal
robot Paro can help alleviate symptoms of loneliness and
depression through its emotional support (Robinson et al.,
2014). Finally, robots that provide cognitive assistance issue
reminders of elderly patients’ daily activities, medication and
scheduled appointments, while also monitoring their overall
health (Robinson et al., 2014). The human-like robot Pearl

interpret and anticipate their actions (Frith and Frith, 2012) is
a critical component of social life. Different elements and
processes of social interaction (e.g. speech, facial expressions,
eye gaze and body posture) allow people to make inferences
and forms their social cognition (Adolphs, 1999). According to
Gray et al. (2007), humans make these attributions by
evaluating others’ capacities to sense and feel and to plan and
act. Fiske et al. (2007) suggested that, when interacting with
each other, humans seek to determine whether the other is a
“friend or foe” (warmth dimension) and able to act on its either
friendly or hostile intentions (competence dimension). The
capacities to feel and to do thus are universal dimensions of
social cognition.
Humans usually ascribe minds to other humans by detecting
the social signals that indicate another person’s ability to
perceive, feel and intend (Meltzoff, 2007). However, minds can
also be assigned to non-human agents (e.g. computers, gadgets
and robots; Abubshait and Wiese, 2017; Waytz et al., 2010),
particularly, if their characteristics induce perceptions of
intentionality. Reeves and Nass (1996), thus, ﬁnd that people
automatically treat computers as social beings. Furthermore,
advanced technologies, which mimic human appearances and
behaviours (Breazeal, 2004), allow such non-human agents to
exhibit a convincing mixture of affect and intentionality. The
increased sense that technologies have “minds of their own”
has important implications for robotic design, indicating the
relevance of robots exhibiting a human-like mind in addition to
a human-like appearance (Waytz et al., 2014). Studies of
human–robot interactions also suggest that human-like service
robots offer a potentially meaningful context in which to study
human social cognition (Chaminade and Cheng, 2009; Wiese
et al., 2017; Wykowska et al., 2016). That is, the mechanisms of
social cognition may be activated when people encounter
cognitively and affectively endowed social robots, such that
they judge these social partners, despite their status as nonhuman actors, according to their warmth (friendliness,
kindness and caring) and competence (efﬁcacy, skill and
conﬁdence) dimensions.
Initially, robotics literature emphasized the development of
competence traits by upgrading robots’ cognitive resources and
improving robots’ functionalities (Pineau et al., 2003).
Recently, robotics studies have increasingly acknowledged the
importance of warmth traits resulting from enhanced affective
resources, such as eye contact (Johnson et al., 2014) or
companionship (Broadbent et al., 2009). Sharkey and Sharkey
(2011) suggested that two user segments (children and elderly
people) might have a stronger tendency to anthropomorphize
social robots, with important consequences for future robotic
developments and ethical ramiﬁcations. It is therefore not
surprising that descriptions of robotic designs seem to
emphasize applications in health care and elderly care
(Robinson et al., 2014).
Characteristics of social robots
Social robotics literature has most commonly agreed on four
robot design characteristics (Bartneck and Forlizzi, 2004; Fong
et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2016; Paauwe et al., 2015).
Embodiment. First, a system is embodied if it is structurally
coupled with its environment such that a physical body is not
required (Ziemke, 2003). This concept reﬂects the system’s
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Table I also shows which studies explicitly address the value
that robots in services potentially add or co-create. Rafaeli et al.
(2017) and Bolton et al. (2018) acknowledged that future
research is needed for an integrated theoretical perspective on
how value co-creation takes place within and across the digital,
physical and social realms. In an elderly care services context,
 c et al. (2018) presented that
both Khaksar et al. (2017) and Cai
robots do co-create value with elderly people. This is in contrast
with the observation of Keating et al. (2018), who indicated
that services research typically assumes humans are responsible
for the deﬁnition of value propositions and for value cocreation. Finally, Marinova et al. (2017) and Wirtz et al. (2018)
acknowledged that in frontline services interactions robots
could potentially provide value. Only three studies (Bolton
 c et al., 2018; Wirtz et al., 2018) recognized
et al., 2018; Cai
existing inhibitors that are necessary for value-creation and
included risks of value co-destruction .
To summarize, Table I provides an overview of existing
studies on robots in services. These studies implicitly
acknowledged the role of affective and functional abilities of the
robot without explicitly referring to social cognition theory. In
addition, the literature review shows that most of these studies
acknowledged that some kind of value co-creation takes place
between robots and other actors, although the potential risk of
value co-destruction is largely disregarded. The apparent
relevance of warmth and cognition and the connection to value
(co-creation), our paper proposes an iterative theoretical
framework.

attends to needs of demented or cognitively impaired elderly
people (Robinson et al., 2014).
Our conceptualization envisions that socially assistive robots,
high on both cognitive and affective resources, should be able
to perform all these assistive roles. The diverse typologies also
suggest the need for further reﬁnement of social robotics
theory, as reﬂected in calls in robotics journals (Broadbent,
2017).
Services literature on robots
Existing typologies of social robots deﬁne social robot
positioning relative to human actors. Accordingly, this study
adopts a social cognition perspective, with the recognition that
humans usually attribute affective (warmth) and functional
(competence) elements to other actors, such as peers or
caregivers, to assess their abilities (Fiske et al., 2007). To get an
overview of the current work on (social) robots in services, this
section reviews the literature focussing on the three service
journals with the highest impact factors in 2017: Journal of
Service Research, Journal of Service Management and Journal of
Services Marketing. We searched the Web of Science using the
search terms “robot” and “robot AND value” and did not limit
our search to a speciﬁc time period, as robots in services is still a
nascent research area. Table I presents an overview of existing
literature on (social) robots in services. The table indicates
whether a particular study paid implicit or explicit attention to
social cognition’s core concepts of warmth and competence. By
explicit we mean that the authors use the terms warmth and/or
competence or refer to social cognition theory. By implicit we
mean that the studies address affective or functional elements
of the robot, without mentioning the terms of warmth and
competence. In addition, the table shows, which articles
address value related elements of the robots in services. We
make a distinction between value co-creation and value codestruction to demonstrate the prevailing focus on value in
service robots.
Table I demonstrates that the ﬁrst study addressing robots in
services literature appeared in 2016. Since then, robots have
increasingly entered services literature to illustrate the role of
Artiﬁcial Intelligence (Huang and Rust, 2018) or map research
directions (Rafaeli et al., 2017; Wirtz et al., 2018). It is
interesting to note that most of the studies are conceptual in
nature; relatively few present empirical ﬁndings, which is
typical for an emerging topic. The majority of papers have
emphasized the impact of developments in robotics on frontline
service roles, but only a few studies have explicitly emphasized
 c et al., 2018; Khaksar
an elderly care services environment (Cai
et al., 2017). With respect to the social cognition lens we take, it
is remarkable that all existing studies acknowledge affective
and/or functional elements of robots in services, but only Wirtz
et al. (2018), Van Doorn et al. (2017) Fan et al. (2016)
explicitly referred to warmth and/or competence. Addressing
the value lens of our current study, Table I indicates that 7 out
of 11 studies address the robot’s role in creating value or in
value co-creation. Only three studies acknowledge a potential
threat to value creation (value co-destruction) of introducing
robots in services settings. Overall, Table I summarizes that
robotics is an emerging theme in services literature with
promising implications for organizations, users and scholars.

Conceptualizations of value
The concept of value has intrigued researchers from various
disciplines for years; value is both an ambiguous and a pivotal
concept for a wide range of theoretical frameworks, from utility
theory (Fishburn, 1970) to customer value (Woodruff, 1997)
to service-dominant logic (SDL) (Vargo and Lusch, 2004,
2016) and service logic (SL) (Grönroos and Voima, 2013). In
the domain of (services) marketing, value has important
epistemological implications for understanding customers’
cognitive, affective and behavioural responses to marketing
stimuli (Homer and Kahle, 1988) and is a key determinant of
competitive advantage (Parasuraman, 1997). However,
existing value typologies and methodological approaches for
capturing value remain abstract due to the multifaceted and
complex nature of this concept (Gallarza et al., 2017).
A common distinction in marketing research cites customer
(perceived) value versus personal values (Boksberger and
Melsen, 2011; Woodruff, 1997). The former reﬂects the
customer’s context-speciﬁc value attainment (e.g. value for
money), while the latter pertains to desirable end-states that
span customer segments and cultures (e.g. self-direction,
hedonism, achievement and benevolence; Schwartz, 2012).
Traditionally, marketing academics have focussed on customer
perceived value, with several deﬁnitions (Holbrook, 1999;
Woodruff, 1997; Zeithaml, 1988). Gallarza et al. (2017)
identiﬁed three main approaches to customer perceived value,
namely, trade-off, dynamic and experiential. While all three
approaches have merits, over time, services marketing
researchers have shifted their focus from the trade-off (the
overall evaluation of utility after weighting “give” and “gets”;
Zeithaml, 1988) towards the experiential (“interactive
466
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The PaPeRo robot is a
robot that is designed for
emotional interaction
Robots that can avoid
FLEs’ personal mood
ﬂuctuations and on the
positive side enhance
social interaction and
engagement (relational,
social)
The emotional
competence of an
employee can be far
superior to technology (i.

Khaksar et al.
(2017)

Rafaeli et al.
(2017)

Marinova et al.
(2017)

Keating et al.
(2018)

Tensions exist that, unless
addressed, may inhibit the
conditions necessary for value cocreation between robots and other
actors in a network

Value co-destruction

Smart technologies (i.e. robots)
substitute or complement frontline
employees to coproduce value for
the frontline employee and/or
customer

Service research mainly takes a
humanistic approach with limited
attention for technology, assuming
that humans are responsible for
the deﬁnition of value propositions
and for value co-creation
Elderly perceive value from cocreating with social robots

(continued)

There is a need for an integrated
theoretical perspective on how
value co-creation takes place
within and across the digital,
physical and social realms
Robots present a value co-creation Robots present a value copotential
destruction potential

Robots can be seen as a service
innovation that bring new value
propositions

Value co-creation

Robot is introduced in
Future research is needed on
frontline research emphasizing psychological mechanisms that
both warmth and competence contribute to the transfer of

Robots have the potential to
offer instrumental and
epistemic qualities

Robots have the potential to
offer mechanical and
analytical intelligence

Robots can offer an enabler
role, which is based on the
robot’s competence

Machines cannot
demonstrate empathy,
but it is possible to create
robots that display signs
of empathy
Robots can offer social
contact as a supporting
function

Competence
Implicitly
Robots are already showing
promise in assembling IKEA
furniture without human
assistance

Explicitly

Robots capable of
exhibiting naturalappearing social qualities
such as cuddling

Implicitly

Robots have the potential
to offer intuitive and
empathetic intelligence
Robots do not have
emotional intelligence,
only artiﬁcially
programmed emotions

Robots can offer
human-like traits
such as warmth as
a result of
anthropomorphism

Warmth
Explicitly

Huang and Rust
(2018)

Fan et al.
(2016)

 c et al.
Cai
(2018)

Bolton et al.
(2018)

Authors
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Wirtz et al.
(2018)

Van Doorn
et al. (2017)

Singh et al.
(2017)

Authors

Table I

e. robot) when delivering
such ‘‘bad news’’
Humanoid robots have
the potential to enable
interactions that are
sufﬁciently rich with social
content and cues to
lubricate service
interactions with humans

Implicitly

Social cognition
(warmth and
competence)
mediates
automated social
presence’s effect
on customer
service outcomes
Emotional tasks of
Warmth and
frontline actors
competence are
two fundamental
dimensions of
social perception
that together
account almost
entirely how
people
characterize others

Warmth
Explicitly
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Warmth and competence are
two fundamental dimensions
of social perception that
together account almost
entirely how people
characterize others

Social cognition (warmth and
competence) mediates
automated social presence’s
effect on customer service
outcomes

Explicitly

Cognitive tasks of frontline
actors

Frontline interfaces (i.e.
robots) have the potential to
offer knowledge and problemsolving abilities

Competence
Implicitly

Value co-destruction

During the service encounter,
At airports robot to assist
passengers could provide customer customers often place a premium
on pleasant relations with service
value
employees and so providing
emotional and social value.
However, by 2020, it is estimated
that 85 per cent of all customer
interactions will take place without
a human agent

technological functionalities to
customers’ value experience

Value co-creation
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between actors in a joint sphere (Grönroos and Gummerus,
2014; Grönroos and Voima, 2013). Interactions can be face-toface or through the mediation of smart technologies such as
avatars or robots (Grönroos, 2017). According to SL, in the
absence of direct interactions, service providers act as value
facilitators and customers can independently create value
within their customer sphere (Grönroos and Gummerus,
2014). To trigger interactions, service actors offer compelling
value propositions that promise improved well-being.
However, the outcome of the interaction does not guarantee
greater well-being; service interactions can diminish well-being
by destroying value for at least some actors (Echeverri and
Skålén, 2011; Plé and Chumpitaz Cáceres, 2010).
Unlike early research that took an overly optimistic view and
assumed enhanced value would always result from the
collaborative integration of resources, recent SDL and SL
contributions have acknowledged the potential for destructive
phases that ultimately make a service actor worse off (Grönroos
and Gummerus, 2014). Furthermore, though most research
investigates actors’ perceptions of value enhancers and
inhibitors after the service interaction (Baron and Harris, 2010;
Zhu and Zolkiewski, 2015), many value co-destruction
practices could be avoided if investigated earlier, before
developing and introducing social robots to service contexts.
This study seeks to understand how service offerings enable or
prevent users from achieving desirable value outcomes (that is,
value co-creation and value co-destruction) early in the service
interaction process. In addition to studying the effects on value
co-creation/destruction during or after the introduction of
novel technology (Breidbach et al., 2013; Larivière et al., 2017),
our iterative framework suggests studying expected value
changes prior to technology development and deployment. In
that way, many costly roll-outs could be avoided before being
introduced to diverse service settings.

relativistic preference experience”; Holbrook, 1999, p. 5). The
experiential approach supports broader conceptualizations of
holistic value rather than being limited to mainly cognitive
assessments, such that psychological foundations complement
economic ones (Gallarza et al., 2017; Helkkula et al., 2012).
Despite such on-going developments, marketers still call for
further reﬁnements of customer perceived value (Boksberger
and Melsen, 2011; Gallarza et al., 2017). The current study
proposes a value framework that can acknowledge and combine
all three elements, that is, the trade-off, dynamic and
experiential nature of value.
Furthermore,
many
marketing
academics
have
acknowledged that context-speciﬁc values reﬂect the inﬂuence
of higher-level, abstract, personal values (Woodruff, 1997;
Zeithaml, 1988). Personal values are desirable end-goals
(Rokeach, 1973) that serve as guiding principles navigating
people through their everyday lives (Schwartz, 1992). Even
though personal values are not contextually bound, when they
become salient in certain contexts, they motivate actions and
inform users’ needs, attitudes and behaviours (Homer and
Kahle, 1988; Lages and Fernandes, 2005). The activation of
personal values thus might enable users to realize both the
beneﬁts of value co-creation and the risk of value codestruction in relation to a novel value proposition (Skålén
et al., 2015).
Value propositions
The emergence of SDL and SL research has renewed interest
in value and value co-creation. According to SDL, value is ‘an
improvement in system well-being’ (Vargo et al., 2008, p. 149),
whereas SL deﬁnes value as customers being or feeling better
off than before engaging in a service (Grönroos and
Gummerus, 2014). In both logics, value is idiosyncratic,
experiential and contextual (Grönroos and Gummerus, 2014;
Vargo and Lusch, 2016). Furthermore, both logics
acknowledge that service providers cannot simply deliver value
to service beneﬁciaries, but rather must invite them to engage
their resources to co-create value by delivering compelling
value propositions (Chandler and Lusch, 2015; Frow et al.,
2016) or value promises (Grönroos and Gummerus, 2014).
Value propositions hold strong promises for the involved
actors, indicating that they can realize desired values through
the activation of their own resources (Grönroos and Voima,
2013) or simply by engaging in co-creation. Realizing value-inuse or enhancing value entails improvements to customers’
subjective well-being, deﬁned as “a person’s cognitive and
affective evaluations of his or her life” (Diener et al., 2003,
p. 63). This state combines cognitive and affective evaluations
of the situation, so value propositions must go beyond the pure
enumeration of offered services, as represented by a cognitive
approach, and promise improved well-being by leveraging both
cognitive and affective value propositions.

Context: Social robots in elderly care services
Robotic technologies can alter healthcare value networks and
assist healthcare staff in surgeries, telepresence and preventive
and chronic care (Ransbotham et al., 2017; Stone et al., 2016).
The healthcare domain requires new, technology-enhanced
service options and technological improvements promise to
facilitate human well-being. In particular, robotic technologies
offer potential tools for increasing the well-being of elderly
consumers by providing consistent service delivery, constant
availability and good reliability (Broadbent et al., 2009; Pineau
et al., 2003). Yet, this complex setting also includes vulnerable
stakeholders, sensitive data and inert institutions (Black and
Gallan, 2015), provoking academic and public policy debates
around the introduction of robots (Dell Technologies, 2018;
Sharkey and Sharkey, 2012; Stone et al., 2016). Rather than
predicting totally dystopian (e.g. loss of human touch, human
obsolescence and privacy concerns) or utopian (e.g. panacea
for social problems, unburdening overworked care staff and
prolonged independent living) outcomes, this study considers a
clearly speciﬁed situation in which socially assistive robots
provide assistance to the elderly through human-like social
interactions (Feil-Seifer and Mataric, 2005). In an elderly care
context, socially assistive robots should become able to gauge
social cues through voice and facial recognition technology to
provide humans with health and safety monitoring services,

Value co-creation and co-destruction
Both SDL and SL also agree that value is not created for but
rather is collaboratively created with customers (Grönroos and
Voima, 2013; Vargo and Lusch, 2004, 2016). SDL proposes
that value is always co-created through resource integration of
multiple service actors (Vargo and Lusch, 2016); SL suggests
that value is only co-created through direct interactions
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social mediation and interactions and companionship
(Broekens et al., 2009; Feil-Seifer et al., 2007). As the social
dexterity of robots increases (e.g. listening, conversations and
reading emotional cues), human expectations of robots’
warmth and competence capabilities should increase as well.







Acceptance of social robots
According to Pino et al. (2015), the most critical barriers to
social robot acceptance reﬂect the mismatch between what is
offered (i.e. value proposition) and what is needed, expected
and valued. While the traditional technology acceptance model
(TAM) (Davis, 1989) proved its usefulness in evaluating
functional elements (e.g. perceived usability and ease of use)
that might promote or impede intentions to use new
technologies, it needs to be adjusted to reﬂect the human-like
aspect of social robots, the social cognition users form about
their robotic counterparts and additional inﬂuences on robot
acceptance. Notable advancements of TAM in this regard
account for social, emotional and/or relational elements that
can exhibit inﬂuence on technology acceptance. For example,
Heerink et al. (2010) extended TAM by including additional
social elements (e.g. social presence and perceived sociability)
along with trust, anxiety and perceived adaptivity. Wirtz et al.
(2018) introduced the service robot acceptance model
(sRAM), which further extends TAM by differentiating among
functional (perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness,
subjective social norms), socio-emotional (perceived
humanness, perceived social interactivity, perceived social
presence) and relational (trust and rapport) elements.
In addition to evaluating the sociability aspects of new
technologies, the underlying mechanisms of technology
acceptance (users’ needs, wants and values) need to be reevaluated, as human-like technologies might tap into different
aspects of value expectations than, for example, self-serving
technologies (Meuter et al., 2005). The human-like
appearance, minds and behaviours activating users’ social
cognition mechanisms might make different personal values
salient. Identifying different salient values across different user
segments (e.g. elderly segment ‘X’ emphasizes benevolence as a
dominant personal value, elderly segment ‘Y’ security and
elderly segment ‘Z’ self-direction) can help to design future
technologies that resonate better with users’ unique values and
to advance technology acceptance models to account for such
value-seeking variations. This paper proposes that
understanding the motivation of (elderly) people to accept or
reject social robots requires ﬁrst embracing the interpretive
research paradigm and uncovering the value-matching
processes users undergo when presented with a new type of
technology that can exhibit human-like behaviours. In that
way, the proposed conceptualization addresses a recent call to
advance the understanding of how new technologies affect
value co-creation (Kaartemo and Helkkula, 2018).



subjective well-being can be assessed through cognitive
and affective evaluations of one’s life;
users activate the mechanisms of social cognition when
interacting with human-like social robots;
personal values are desirable end-states that when
activated in context affect cognitive and affective
evaluations (i.e. perceived value of the robot) and
inﬂuence behaviours (i.e. robot acceptance); and
(v) users’ perceived value combines trade-off, dynamic,
and experiential evaluations or the value co-creation and
co-destruction potential of social robots in services.

Building upon the theoretical background, this article
advocates for the value congruence between novel value
propositions (e.g. cognitively and affectively endowed robots)
and users’ personal values, which when activated affect the
evaluation of value co-creation and co-destruction potential of
social robots. We argue that a ﬁner-grained understanding of
users’ value-matching processes (Figure 1) can help
disentangle factors that inﬂuence novel technology acceptance
and can further advance the existing empirical models of
assisting users’ acceptance of social technologies (e.g. TAM
and sRAM). We initially built our argument focussing on the
elderly due to their propensity to anthropomorphize
technologies; however, we propose that the following model
(Figure 1), theoretical propositions and iterative framework
(Figure 4) also pertain to diverse user segments. Hence, we
encourage other robotics and service researchers to study the
generalizability of the proposed conceptualization in different
service contexts.
Value co-creation/destruction potential of social robots
in services
Designing robots that can exhibit human-like minds, in
addition to their human-like bodies, suggests new opportunities
to study prospective users’ social cognition, with meaningful
consequences for predicting robot acceptance:
P1.

Social robots in services offer users value propositions
leveraging affective and cognitive resources.

In terms of robots’ social capabilities, human-like social robots
in services differ in their cognitive and affective resources.
Figure 2 presents a matrix of social robots in services that
differentiates their affective capacities (e.g. artiﬁcially
programmed emotions, ability to mimic empathy and offer
emotional support; Bolton et al., 2018; Keating et al., 2018;
Figure 1 Congruence between value propositions and users’ values
Robot’s value propositions
Combinations of cognitive and affective resources offering functional,
emotional, and social support

Theoretical propositions

Value-matching process
Context-specific evaluations of value co-creation/destruction potential
(customer perceived value)

Congruence between value propositions and users’
values
The theoretical background of the paper emphasizes how:

robots’ value propositions promise an improved wellbeing;

Users’ subjective well-being
Cognitive and affective evaluations of ones life reflected through
realizations of personal values (i.e., desirable end goals)
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Figure 2 Robot typology based on cognitive and affective resources
4) Robo-sapiens

High

1) Mechanic robots

2) Thinking robots

Low

3) Feeling robots
Robots capable of:
• perceiving emotions
• acting on the emotional readings
• mimicking empathic feelings and
comforting human actors
• building rapport

Robots capable of:
• performing repetitive, predictable
and tedious tasks
• doing manual work
• functioning solely according to
preprogrammed functions

Robots capable of:
• rational decision making
• acting in logically consistent manner
• deductive logic
• real-time big data processing

Low

High

Affective resources

person’s past medical history and provide the most appropriate
remedy, such as a reminder to take anti-depression medication.
Robo-sapiens should effectively combine both feature groups
such that they would provide the most appropriate remedy for
that person at the time while considering her or his emotional
state, and perhaps, they would engage in comforting conversation
before issuing the medication reminder.
In service contexts such as healthcare that require service
providers to exhibit both affective and cognitive capabilities,
social robots can co-create or co-destroy value. Due to the
human-like behaviours of thinking and feeling robots and robosapiens, human interaction partners likely evaluate them
similarly to a human service actor in terms of their value cocreation and co-destruction potential, such that they assess
perceived warmth and competence:

Robots capable of:
• blending/bridging emotional and
rational thinking
• understanding human actors through
mutual learning
• acting in creative and experiencebased manner
• sensing, comprehending, acting

Cognitive resources

P2.

Wirtz et al., 2018) and cognitive capacities (e.g. ability to reason
or to learn from past experiences). Quadrant 1 includes
mechanic robots that are low on both affective and cognitive
resources. They can perform repetitive, predictable, tedious
tasks that humans hope to avoid; they cannot scale up their
services, but instead, function solely within the boundaries of
their programming. For example, shelf-scanning robots
introduced by Walmart (Vincent, 2017) can move through
store aisles and detect empty shelves that need to be re-stocked.
In Quadrant 2, the thinking robots are high on cognitive but
low on affective resources. Such robots function in a calculating
and rational manner and can make logical inferences to
optimize processes. They can be valuable in service settings
because their artiﬁcial reasoning skills can be enhanced through
learning. Thinking robots promise to offer timely, reliable
information and weigh all possible pros and cons before making
a decision. For example, future thinking robots are expected to
be capable of real-time big data processing and giving
personalized medicine recommendations to patients based on
their genomic–metabolic–microbiome proﬁles (Rijcken, 2018)
without involving feelings in the process.
Quadrant 3 features feeling robots with high affective but low
cognitive resources that can perceive human emotions and act
accordingly. Leveraging their affective capabilities, these robots
respond to human moods in personalized ways. For example,
Breazeal’s (2001) Kismet can recognize and express emotions and
promise therapeutic applications in child and elderly care, settings
in which a rapport-building capability is important. Future feeling
robots are expected to be capable of mimicking emphatic
behaviours (e.g. emphatic listening) when interacting with human
actors, but their actions will not necessarily be rational.
Finally, Quadrant 4 introduces robo-sapiens[1] with high
cognitive and affective resources. This group combines the
characteristics of both the feeling and thinking robots and should
be able to mimic empathic behaviours towards their interaction
 c et al.,
partners while also providing meaningful solutions (Cai
2018). No compelling example currently exists of a robot that is
autonomous, fully functional and capable of sensing,
comprehending and acting in meaningful ways (Eyssel, 2017).
That is, when interacting with a person, a feeling robot might
detect sadness and attempt to provide comfort by playing
soothing music; a thinking robot would evaluate the same

Users’ personal values become salient through
interactions with social robots’ affective and cognitive
resources.

Leveraging the theoretical background, this study brings users’
personal values to the fore to consider ways they might be
activated in context. In particular, this conceptualization builds
on Schwartz’s (2012) theory of basic values that identiﬁes the
ten basic personal values in Figure 3.
These ten personal values are universal across cultures, but
individuals and segments of people assign different importance
to the different values to form their own priorities (Schwartz,
2012). For example, according to socio-emotional selectivity
theory, older people assign more weight to emotionally
meaningful goals such as benevolence (Carstensen, 1992).
Personal values steer people’s actions in context, mostly
through unconscious processes. However, if they experience a
conﬂict among different value priorities, their evaluations of the
potential outcomes of engaging in a certain action become
more conscious (Rokeach, 1973; Schwartz, 2012). Through a
novel interaction with a robot’s affective and cognitive
resources, such that they become acquainted with its value
propositions, users likely perceive the greater salience of some
personal values. If the robot’s ability to assist suggests that it
might augment or replace human actors, users might recognize
values such as health, self-respect, privacy and sense of
belonging. The robot’s affective resources should make
emotion-infused value items more salient; its cognitive
resources likely make functional value items more salient. In
addition, a social robot might cause value conﬂicts, such that
elderly users might recognize the value of self-direction if the
robot helps them remain more independent but at the expense
of a loss of a sense of privacy:
P3.

Users evaluate social robots’ value co-creation and codestruction potential according to the dimensions of
social cognition.

Building on the assumption that users may experience conﬂict
across
different
personal
values,
the
proposed
conceptualization suggests that users engage in a mental tradeoff (Zeithaml, 1988) to evaluate the social robot’s potential for
helping them achieve their cherished, salient and personal
values, both in terms of likely value co-creation potential and
the risk of value co-destruction potential. These evaluations
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Figure 3 Basic personal values stimulated by social robots in services

experiences prior to the actual interaction (Helkkula et al.,
2012). Although this article focusses speciﬁcally on robotics,
the resulting insights may have implications for other
technologies that act as social entities too, such as voice-based
personal assistants. By emphasizing warmth and competence as
universal dimensions of social cognition (Fiske et al., 2007),
this conceptualization establishes a social psychology
perspective on technology-enhanced service interactions.
Continued research, in turn, should include human socialcognitive processes to clarify similarities and differences in
human–human versus human–robot value co-creation/
destruction practices. Such efforts will have particular
importance for frontline research and for investigating, which
complementary or substitutive roles technology might offer
humans in the future (Huang and Rust, 2018; van Doorn et al.,
2017; Wirtz et al., 2018).
The proposed iterative framework also conceptually
broadens perspectives on value, in that it combines trade-off,
dynamic and experiential approaches to value (Gallarza et al.,
2017) and links personal and context-speciﬁc values. As a
bridge between basic personal values and context-speciﬁc value
co-creation/destruction potential in value attainment, this
framework demonstrates how various types of value are
intertwined; they should not be analyzed independently, but
rather require an integrative approach (Schwartz, 2012). In
addition, this study emphasizes the importance of studying
both positive value co-creation and negative value codestruction possibilities associated with human–robot resource
 c et al., 2018). Considering the many
integration (Cai
destructive consequences of technology for personal values,

should capture both affective and cognitive appraisals of value
through lived and anticipated experiences (Helkkula et al.,
2012). Because of the social robot’s human-like capabilities,
users likely activate social perceptions and evaluate the robot
according to the warmth and competence dimensions of social
cognition. The non-human actors can signal their warmth
through their affective resources and their competence through
their cognitive resources. Such cues encourage users to
anthropomorphize the non-human actors and evaluate their
instrumentality by using these warmth and competence
dimensions. Referring back to a previous example, a sense of a
loss of privacy might be evaluated according to warmth (e.g.
“Does the robot genuinely care for me? Is it collecting data only
to help me?”) and competence (e.g. “Can the robot protect my
private data?”) dimensions.

Discussion and implications
Theoretical implications
This article introduces a value-centric conceptualization of
social robots according to a resources-focussed view of
technology (Kaartemo and Helkkula, 2018; Vargo and Lusch,
2016). While acknowledging the variety of existing robot design
criteria, this conceptualization prioritizes a social cognition
perspective and suggests that users evaluate social robots on
their affective and cognitive resources, in addition to their
human-like appearance, that induces mind perceptions (Gray
et al., 2007). Such perceptions of a human-like mind arise from
both direct interactions with the social robot in a joint sphere
(Grönroos and Gummerus, 2014) and predicted or imagined
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alerting caregivers in case of an emergency) according to the
different quadrants of the proposed robot typology in Figure 2.
Such a mapping activity would reveal, which functionalities
need to be included in the system to achieve a particular type of
social robot in services. Managers should decide, which robot
type is most relevant for their context and understand the
implications of their decisions for users.
Use interpretative approaches for eliciting personal value. Value
propositions also can activate a spectrum of personal values
(Schwartz, 2012) that become salient through either an initial
interaction or anticipated interaction with the robot. As
emphasized previously, personal values tend to be unconscious,
so managers need a broader methods toolbox that includes
more interpretative approaches (e.g. user narratives, generative
 c et al., 2018;
interviews and phenomenographic interviews; Cai
Helkkula et al., 2012). These techniques allow a deeper view
into users’ underlying drivers of technology acceptance (e.g.
through laddering during interviews) and demand qualitatively
coding user insights against the personal values as presented in
Figure 3. The analysis provides service managers with
information about which values get activated as users gain
familiarity with robotic service actors. Such methods might be
applied during trials with social robots to complement and
augment observational and survey data.
Beware of and design around value trade-offs. This study argues
that users accept or reject the value proposition of the robotic
service depending on the positive and negative evaluations of
the robot’s instrumentality for users’ value attainment. For
example, the robot’s reminder function to take medicine can
enhance the goal of independence by relieving users trying to
recall medicine intake, which they no longer can perform
autonomously, while at the same time decreasing their feeling
of independence as they then become reliant on the reminder
service. Thus, users engage in a mental trade-off of value cocreation/destruction potential. To deal with the trade-off,

such as a loss of privacy, personal data leaks or monitoring
concerns (Sharkey and Sharkey, 2012), further research should
address this point in more detail. The proposed
conceptualization also reveals the dynamic, iterative nature of
the alignment between offered value propositions and desired
value outcomes. For service researchers, iterations are
inevitable for forming value propositions that resonate with
users’ values (Chandler and Lusch, 2015). Therefore,
researchers should take a long-term, rather than short-term,
perspective on value co-creation/destruction, such that they
ﬁrst gain a better understanding of the social-cognitive
mechanisms that users use when interacting with social robots
(van Doorn et al., 2017; Wykowska et al., 2016) before
attempting to develop a set of meaningful cognitive and
affective value propositions.
Managerial implications
The fourth industrial revolution that is currently underway
features new technologies (e.g. Social robots, Artiﬁcial
intelligence and Internet of Things) that are radically changing
how and with whom people interact (KPMG, 2017). Even if
most service organizations recognize the transformative power
of new technologies (Marinova et al., 2017), many struggles to
understand customer value and how to develop value
propositions that will resonate with it (Payne et al., 2017). Our
value-centric approach enables service organizations and their
partners tasked with developing robotic services to gain a better
sense of which future value co-creation opportunities are more
likely to beneﬁt users (Grönroos, 2017).
Map robotic functionalities according to cognitive and affective
value. A social robot’s value proposition should be an invitation
issued to a diverse set of users to engage with the robot’s
conﬁguration of affective and cognitive resources. To leverage
these resources, service managers can ask users to map the
robot’s functionalities (e.g. recognizing user’s moods or

Figure 4 Iterative framework of theoretical propositions and managerial implications for social robots in services

1. Social robots in services oﬀer
users value proposions
leveraging aﬀecve and cognive
resources

Map roboc
funconalies
according cognive
and aﬀecve value

Social cognion lens
Beware of
and design
around value
trade-oﬀs
3. Users evaluate social robots’
value co-creaon and codestrucon potenal according to
the dimensions of social cognion

Robot’s aﬀecve and
cognive resources acvate
user’s percepons of
warmth and competence
(Fiske et al. 2007; Wiese et
al. 2017; Čaić et al. 2018)

2. Users’ personal values become
salient through interacons with
social robots’ aﬀecve and
cognive resources
Use interpretave
approaches for
elicing personal
value.

Theorecal proposion

Managerial implicaon
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likelihood of user acceptance of the radically new
technology.
Figure 4 depicts the iterative process with three steps that
each link a theoretical proposition to a managerial implication.

service managers need to determine stepwise for each robotic
component (e.g. functionalities, interface and aesthetics) the
positive and negative impact for the user’s warmth and
competence perception and potentially forgo components if the
disadvantages outweigh the beneﬁts. This systematic impact
assessment of each robotic component serves as input for the
robot developer.
Develop the service offerings from social robots iteratively. The
developed framework of value co-creation/destruction
potential of social robots (Figure 4) offers service managers a
stepwise process for developing service offerings that enable
users to achieve desired value outcomes and avoid others.
Performing the process through multiple iterations allows
starting with some incremental offerings (e.g. one
functionality) to obtain user feedback before adjusting the
robotic design and adding further incremental offerings
during the next iteration. This iterative approach is
increasingly common in designing services (Mahr et al.,
2013) because it reduces the risk of mis-development
inherent to all-inclusive solutions and increases the

Future research agenda
This study focusses on social robots in elderly care services,
reﬂecting the societal relevance of their use in this sector, as
well as the growing challenges associated with elderly user
segments. However, there are plentiful opportunities for
research that undertake further explorations of social robots
in other health-care services and frontlines in general.
Table II provides a list of suggested research topics. The
suggested research questions are organized according to the
three theoretical propositions that are at the core of
Figure 4. It does not attempt to be exhaustive; rather, this
list offers directions for researchers interested in social
robots in services, value-related phenomena, service
experiences and social cognition.

Table II Future research agenda
Potential research topic

Selected questions

Social robots in services offer users Using insights from different network actors, is it possible to establish relevant design criteria for developing valuable
robotic services? In addition to human-like appearance and behaviour, what are other important social robot design
value propositions leveraging
criteria?
affective and cognitive resources
What are determinants of robotic solutions that are simultaneously customizable (to customer needs), (technically)
feasible, and viable (with a network operations model)?
In which service contexts are robots’ affective resource more important? In which contexts are cognitive resources
more important? How do different conﬁgurations of cognitive and affective resources affect the perceptions of the
humanness of robots?
Will social robots ever be capable of genuine emotions? If so, how will empathy and authentic companionship
obtained from social robots affect service experiences?
Can the transformative potential of human-like robots be optimized by addressing the interplay of physicalpsychosocial-cognitive health?
Which value priorities are predominant in different service contexts and different customer segments?
Users’ personal values become
salient through interactions with
social robots’ affective and
cognitive resources
Do value priorities change when moving from a focal actor level to a value constellation level (micro to meso/macro)?
How to translate the complexity of contradicting user expectations and value priorities into the design of social
robots?
Do salient personal values differ depending on whether users anticipate (prior to technology development) or actually
experience interactions with social robots in services?
Users evaluate social robots’ value Which element of social cognition, warmth or competence, is predominant when evaluating service interactions with
social robots? In human–human interactions, warmth takes precedence (Fiske et al., 2007); in human–robot
co-creation and co-destruction
potential according to the
interactions, the dynamics of warmth and competence still need to be addressed
dimensions of social cognition
Do social robots build trust primarily through competence or warmth?
How do users’ evaluations of value co-creation/destruction potential change over time?
How to address varying evaluations of value co-creation and value co-destruction potential among the diverse set of
stakeholders? This is particularly important for network services, in which value co-creation for one actor might imply
value co-destruction for another
How to design human-robot interactions that will maximize the network well-being?
Which ethical considerations (e.g. privacy, dehumanization, social deprivation and lack of agency) affect evaluations
of value co-creation/destruction potential?
What effects do social robots have on users’ and service providers’ roles in value co-creating networks? How do they
affect evaluations of social robots? Do novel role distributions and role-related tasks affect the quality of service cocreated with an automated actor?
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Conclusion
This conceptual paper focusses on the value of social robots in
services, an area which is still in its infancy. The paper argues
that because of their human-like appearance, minds and
behaviours activating the social cognition mechanisms of users,
different personal values might become activated compared to
interacting with non-human technologies. The three
propositions resulting from our study are:

social robots in services offer users systems of value
propositions leveraging affective and cognitive resources;

users’ personal values become salient through interactions
with social robots’ affective and cognitive resources; and

users evaluate social robots’ value co-creation and codestruction potential according to perceived warmth
and competence of the robot.
A future research agenda based on these three propositions
offers relevant, conceptually robust directions for stimulating
the advancement of knowledge and understanding of the
inﬂuences of social robots on users’ values and value cocreation. As the domain of service robots is still nascent, we
trust that this future research agenda inspires scholars and
practitioners alike to explore the value co-creation potential and
co-destruction challenges of social robots through a social
cognition lens of users in diverse service settings.

Note
1 Inspired by the book Robo sapiens: Evolution of a new species
by Menzel and d'Aluisio (2001)
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